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A CASE STUDY IN INDUSTRIALIZED HOUSING
by
William L. Hooper*

much attention or support from management; and conditioned by a number

The decade of the seventies will prove to be a period of great
instability, change and accomplishment for the housing industry.

of assumptions which have not proved to be accurate.

Those

hard facts of life, the design has great merit; overcomes many

companies which find the right mixture of technical and managerial in
novation will achieve unparalleled growth in sales and profits.

inadequacies of modular housing, and is probably the most promising,
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of any fully tested modular townhouse concept in the United States.

years from now, they will look back at the record and take great pride

I would like to relate briefly the sequence of events which brought

in their proven capabilities to identify and exploit a unique industrial
opportunity.

In spite of these

this product into existence and will illustrate the design and prototype

The articles written in Fortune and The Harvard Business

construction.

Review will stress the insight and imagination employed by these gifted

During the first half of 1968, Boise Cascade was a par

business leaders as they assessed environmental opportunities and risks

ticipant with Gulf Reston in a HUD-sponsored project to design low in

and deployed their resources in a manner calculated to best the opposi

come modular garden apartments.

tion.

project was not deemed a success.

A few test modules were built but the
There was a waning of interest on the

part of some participants and Gulf Reston did not choose to use the

The history of technological change and industrial innovation con

building system as originally anticipated.

tains many similar analyses; each written after the fact, with little

This unhappy experience helped create an environment which was

real probing of how critical events actually took place, and brimming
over with confidence that the destiny of each successful enterprise

something less than favorable for new systems development.

was determined by the leadership of top management.

the part of the organization which carried out this work experienced

However, there is

Furthermore,

another body of literature, much smaller and much less widely read,

changes in management shortly thereafter and was caught up in preparing

which raises fundamental issues about the process of industrial innova

plans for the relocation and consolidation of the division.

tion.

at a low point.

On close examination, the triggering event often happened years

before the actual realization of large economic benefits.
the events were serendipitous, accidental.

Moral was

Later that year (1968) several possibilities arose for carrying on

In many cases

additional work in modular systems development.

These investigations suggest

For example, the organi

zation was approached by a team of architects in Ann Arbor with a pro

that the initial stages of innovation often were accomplished in spite
of management'8 negative attitude, not in accordance with the wishes of

posal to team up in order to respond to the Metropolitan Detroit Citizens

a far-sighted chief executive.

Development Authority program in Detroit.

So we may ask, what is the real nature of change in the housing
industry.

Are events taking place today —

Winners of the design compe

tition were to receive a firm commitment for the purchase of 800 housing
units.

battles being fought, de

Although the proposition was an exciting one, the architects did

cisions made, action taken -- which will shape the future of the hous

not appear to grasp the critical aspects of factory assembly and a deci

ing industry.

sion was made not to risk a repeat of the unsatisfactory Reston experience.

If so, every effort should be made to understand these

Another possibility was to join forces with a well known Chicago

events now, before the accounts of such happenings can be colored by
individual and organizational self-interest.

architect to design in-fill housing units for the Chicago Housing Author

Otherwise, accidental

happenings, mistakes leading to unanticipated benefits, and Illogical

ity.

action will be forgotten, or will be transformed with the help of a

the system concepts were not very attractive, plant locations were not

faulty memory into a carefully conceived strategic plan.

appropriate and competitors seemed to have some significant advantages.
Similar consideration was given to the development of systems for in

In my judgment, the most interesting, critical and instructive

fill housing in Pittsburgh, but this project was aborted as well.

period in the process of industrial innovation is the incubation per

In the meantime, the Boise Cascade design team directly associated

iod -- the occurrences preceding any identifiable changes in overall
industrial output.

with the Reston project were not encouraged to continue work on modular

The housing industry seems to be passing through

this incubation period at the current time.

After some preliminary work, this idea too was abandoned because

housing and, in fact, were assigned to the design and production of

I have chosen to bring

classrooms.

before you one small glimpse of this incubation process by describing

At the end of 1968 few people would have entertained high hopes

the events surrounding the movement of one company, Boise Cascade, into

for a pioneering effort in modular housing by this division of Boise

multi-family modular housing.

Cascade.

Today, Boise Cascade is committing men and money to develop ad

Some competitors were on the move, and seemed to be outpacing

vanced concept building systems and to initiate their manufacture and

the company.

marketing on a large scale.

type townhouses in Detroit.

It would be tempting to describe our first

National Homes, Peerless, and others were building proto
National Homes erected modular townhouses

major effort in modular townhouse development as a carefully planned

in Chicago and generated a torrent of publicity.

experiment which preceded that commitment.

Boise Cascade was doing well in established housing and building mater

This was not the case.

On the other hand,

ials markets and appeared to be happy with a policy of "laying in the

The development was in part accidental;

weeds" watching the costly and sometimes disastrous efforts of others

pushed forward at the working level by a few dedicated people without

to produce modular multi-family housing.
* General Manager, Boise Cascade Housing Development
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The system made

The move of the Boise Cascade division to Atlanta seemed to divert
temporarily some of the energies of the division personnel.

it had quite a different effect upon a design consultant who had been a
key figure in the organization's studies of modular housing.

minimum.

The number of modules were kept to a

Bathrooms and mechanical equipment were clustered around a sin

gle plumbing tree.

It gave

him an opportunity to assemble his thinking about the deeds and misdeeds
which had been perpetrated in the name of modular townhouse design.

the most of factory production efficiencies within

the existing state of the art.

However,

Dimension limitations imposed by over-the-road trans

portation requirements were met without distroting the basic design.
In blunt language, the initial design effort was bootlegged start

He

could visualize some other approaches and with the unofficial help of a

ing in late February of 1969.

few highly motivated technical personnel in the division, he began to

was not fully aware of the developments then because there was an inter

move toward a design solution.

nal question at the time of which corporate divisions should engage in

Shortcomings of competitors' products were noted.

Design was

It is perhaps fortunate that management

modular housing development, production and marketing.

Formal

uninspired at best and fundamental design problems were to be found in

consideration of the project by management might have resulted in firm

most of the modular designs then proposed.

instructions to those involved to cease all further work until division

Also, most designs were

strait-jacketed by a rigid box geometry which led in turn to poor space

responsibilities for modular housing were clarified.

utilization, unattractive rooms and wasted space as well as a depressingly sterile exterior appearance.

In many cases workmanship was poor

and erection and trim-out was a hit-or-miss proposition.
the difficulties experienced by others,

In spite of

the Boise Cascade group continue

Suddenly the pace of activity changed.

An opportunity arose to

lease a major production facility near Baltimore.
if a housing program could be put into effect.

It could be justified

The commitment was

quickly made and management immediately started to prepare the plant for

their exploration, hoping to find a "second generation" design which

production.

would eliminate these problems.

and relocatable offices to be produced at that plant, but sustained

At no time was fundamental consideration given to marketing strate
gies or to the identification of a preferred market segment for modular
housing.

The objective of this small group, working without sanction

by management, was to prove their own capability to out-perform design

In the weeks to come, orders were obtained for classrooms

operations would require a housing production line.

The townhouse pro

ject which had been an unofficial conceptual study in March bacame a
formal product line design activity in the following month.

A rendering

was hastily commissioned, a brochure printed touting the virtues of the

groups in other companies in applying the modular housing concept to the

Park Villa townhouse, and personnel dispatched to Baltimore to build a

needs of low-income families.

prototype, the absence of design drawings notwithstanding.

Because of earlier contacts with the

Detail de

Chicago Housing Authority and the prior location of the group in Michi

sign proceeded at a furious pace in Baltimore during May and the first

gan, the design progressed as a solution for low-income family housing

prototype modules were laid out on the factory floor in June.

in the heavily industrialized metropolitan areas of the Great Lakes

and prototype construction were carried out concurrently, a procedure

Industrial Belt.

which is sure to cause heart failure among the weak.

Implicit design goals generally accepted by the group

included:
.
.

Some major innovations in structural design were incorporated in
low unit cost

spite of the abbreviated design process.

This was possible because the

high bedroom counts

Heston project and other experiences had triggered a great deal of imagi

small room sizes close to FHA minimums

native thinking among the Boise Cascade design staff.

.

high residential densities

.

accommodation of innovative site

.

Design

floor-ceiling redundancy had been an issue at Reston and the use of a
design concepts

adherence to established design principles and model codes

Basic to the emerging design was a new spatial concept called
the interlock plan.

Each housing unit would be composed of two modu

les and parts of two adjacent modules.

For example,

This made possible an efficient

topless first floor box had been proposed.

It was rejected at the time

because a floor system capable of accommodating heat ducts would require
the use of floor trusses at least 16" deep.

The question was reopened

and a truss fabricator was asked to exploit available technology for the
purpose of producing a new type of wood truss, twelve inches deep,

and livable floor plan for relatively small housing units with up to

with an open panel at the center for a heat duct.

five bedrooms.

fully accomplished an d has proven to be highly effective.

It also had inherent flexibility because housing units

A s often happens,

of varying room sizes and bedroom counts could be "interlocked” in the
same cluster.

As a by-product of the interlock, a new architectural

form was created.

The setback varied in any one housing cluster and

This was success

the detail design and prototype construction

phases took much longer than was optimistically predicted at the out
set.

It was not until November that the twelve modules were hoisted

was defined by the mix of unit sizes and the order in which they were

in place and opened for inspection.

placed.

types was finished months before the final design drawings were com-

An organic building form had been created which in the right

hands could become a dramatic means of architectural expression.
There was some question at the time whether the interlock concept

In fact, the construction of proto

ple ted.
It has been nearly a year since prototype erection and the usual

would create a legal constraint due to the unconventional property line

teething troubles hav e been experienced.

and structural relationship between units.

been painstakingly planned and a production scheduled determined, only

Advice was obtained from

Several times a project has

appropriate sources to the effect that this would have little or no

to have the developer back out at the last minute because of financing

effect on the marketability of the housing units.

or other problems.

Current experience

W e have found that many developers are enthusiastic

indicates that the advice was not accurate and that the building system

about the Park Villa but would like others to bear the risk associated

cannot be used to build individual ownership housing in many jurisdictions.

with its introduction to the market place.

Fortunately, the Park Villa

has been selected for erection on three sites by directors of an experi

we have learned much from the experience.

mental housing program in Connecticut and these units are currently

with respect to architecture and design.

being erected.

problems associated with the introduction of a major housing innovation.

is now underway.
stages.

Production of Park Villa units for a project in Maryland

We are now more sophisticated
We are aware of the special

Even more important in the long run is the conscious decision made by

Several other projects are in their final planning

the corporation to create a housing development capability which will

So far the building system has lived up to its promise and it

is likely to generate much favorable publicity as it is put into actual

strengthen the creative process and move rapidly toward the large scale

use.

production and marketing of a modular housing product line.
The historian will say that Boise Cascade began a search for ad

The introduction of the Park Villa to the marketplace has proven
expensive and time consuming.

vanced housing concepts in response to Operation Breakthrough and began

In other industries, corporations expect

to apply itself to modular housing in a major way during 1970.

to spend ten dollars in market development and product refinement for
every dollar spent in basic systems development.

While

I would not dispute that statement, I know -- and now you know -- that

This has proven to be

true in this case as well and should serve as a sobering thought to

Boise Cascade's performance in the 1970's will have been influenced by

those who expect to enter the modular housing business on a shoestring.

the disappointments of an already forgotten Reston study and by the in

Next year we will know if the Park Villa system is a success in

dividual initiative and commitment which gave birth to the Park Villa

its own right or merely a step in the direction of creating a viable
modular housing product.

townhouse.

Whether it creates profitable sales or not,
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